
Property
Casualty
Third Party Administration
Agriculture
Construction & Engineering
Builder’s Risk
Heavy Equipment
Consumer Goods
Product Recall
Entertainment
Energy & Natural Resources
Oil & Natural Gas
Transportation
Marine
Commercial Property
Retail
Real Estate
Hospitality
Manufacturing

SPECIALTIES

James is an Executive Adjuster who entered the insurance
profession in 2000. During this time, he has been employed in a
variety of technical roles for dedicated liability practices
throughout the North West.

James current portfolio comprises a general mix of personal
injury, construction risks, property damage, real estate and
business interruption claims. He has expertise in multiple facets
of insurance, particularly technical, high value adjusting but can
also engage in bordereaux preparation, triangulation, client
liaison, monitoring work-flow and act as a technical referral
point for his colleagues and clients. During this time, he has
dealt with a significant number of cases from “cradle to grave”,
obtained witness statements, provided legal strategy guidance,
assessed quantum, negotiated claims and provided insight on
risk management issues. Of upmost importance to him is
offering fair advice, reducing costs/exposure wherever possible
and being receptive to the needs of my client. He has
successfully defended a high level of spurious claims and
achieved excellent results on those cases that were ultimately
settled. He is an excellent communicator and negotiator and
believe strongly in maintaining strong relationships with my
clients and colleagues.

James is also involved with Chartered Insurance Institute.

BIOGRAPHY

Dealt with a large variety of real estate/property damage
claims including a loss in Paris, France with a value of £2.5M
Dealt with catastrophic UK property claims, one with an
approximate value of £1.3M
Ran a casualty account for a high profile leisure operator,
which incorporated a large excess deductible, with an
aggregate claims value of c. £25M per annum.
Dealt with multiple casualty claims with values regularly
exceeding £500,000
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JAMES ALEXANDER OWEN

CONTACT

22 years

ADJUSTER EXPERIENCE

BA (Hons) Business Studies & Administration 2:1 -
Huddersfield University
HND Business & Finance – Nottingham Trent University

QUALIFICATIONS

DipCII
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